Transfection of a mutant regulatory subunit gene of cAMP-dependent protein kinase causes increased drug sensitivity and decreased expression of P-glycoprotein.
Wild-type Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells were transfected with a DNA clone (MT-REV, site A) carrying a mouse gene for a dominant mutant regulatory subunit (RI) gene of cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) from S49 cells along with a marker for G418 resistance. G418-resistant transfectant clone R-2D1 was resistant to 8-Br-cAMP-induced growth inhibition and morphological changes. The cells also did not phosphorylate a 50-kDa protein after cAMP stimulation and had decreased PKA activity, both characteristics of PKA mutants. Northern blot analysis indicated that clone R-2D1 was actively transcribing the MT-REV (site A)-specific RNA. We also tested clone R-2D1 for sensitivity to certain natural product hydrophobic drugs and found increased sensitivity to several drugs including adriamycin. Hypersensitivity to these drugs has previously been shown by us to be a characteristic of a CHO PKA mutant cell line. Expression of the mutant RI gene is also associated with a decrease in expression of the multidrug resistance associated P-glycoprotein (gp170) mRNA and protein. These results show that the PKA mutant RI gene from S49 cells acts as a dominant mutation to reduce the total PKA activity in the CHO transfectants as it does in mouse S49 cells. This study also confirms that reduced PKA activity modulates the basal multidrug resistance of these cells, apparently by causing decreased expression of the mdr gene at the protein and mRNA level.